**TUESDAY, APRIL 14**

10am – 6pm
IBRAHIM QURAISHI
Islamic Violins (ed. II)
CounterCurrent Headquarters at Flex Space

8:30pm – 10pm
LUKE SAVISKY
HTX
Allen’s Landing

9pm – 2am
CounterCurrent Opening Night Party
OKRA Charity Saloon

**WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15**

10am – 6pm
IBRAHIM QURAISHI
Islamic Violins (ed. II)
CounterCurrent Headquarters at Flex Space

10am – 6pm
SOFIA CORDOVA + AUTUMN KNIGHT
I perceive the other and lose myself
She Works Flexible

1pm – 2pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
CounterCurrent 2015: Festival Themes and Concepts
She Works Flexible

2pm – 3:15pm
MAYA ZBIB + OMAR ABI AZAR
ZOUKAK THEATER COMPANY
In Walking Distance
Wilhelmina Grove, University of Houston

7pm – 7:15pm
SOFIA CORDOVA
Exodus of a Tumbling Throne
( Olas Al Fin De Los Tiempos ) Test #4
She Works Flexible

9pm – 2am
Cocktails + Concessions
13 Celsius

**THURSDAY, APRIL 16**

10am – 6pm
IBRAHIM QURAISHI
Islamic Violins (ed. II)
CounterCurrent Headquarters at Flex Space

10am – 6pm
SOFIA CORDOVA + AUTUMN KNIGHT
I perceive the other and lose myself
She Works Flexible

2pm – 3:15pm
MAYA ZBIB + OMAR ABI AZAR
ZOUKAK THEATER COMPANY
In Walking Distance
Wilhelmina Grove, University of Houston

9pm – 9:45pm
JANET BIGGS
If Ever I Would Leave You
Project Row Houses Courtyard

9pm – 2am
Cocktails + Concessions
Weights + Measures

**FRIDAY, APRIL 17**

10am – 6pm
IBRAHIM QURAISHI
Islamic Violins (ed. II)
CounterCurrent Headquarters at Flex Space

10am – 6pm
SOFIA CORDOVA + AUTUMN KNIGHT
I perceive the other and lose myself
She Works Flexible

1pm – 2pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
Art as Activism: Building Knowledge and Complicating Stereotypes
She Works Flexible

2pm – 5pm
MONDO BIZARRO + ARTSPOT PRODUCTIONS
Cry You Out
Mason Park

7pm – 8pm
AUBREY HAWKES
Flower Power
Walden, Allen’s Landing

9pm – 2am
Cocktails + Concessions
Mongoose versus Cobra

**SATURDAY, APRIL 18**

10am – 6pm
IBRAHIM QURAISHI
Islamic Violins (ed. II)
CounterCurrent Headquarters at Flex Space

10am – 6pm
SOFIA CORDOVA + AUTUMN KNIGHT
I perceive the other and lose myself
She Works Flexible

11am – 1pm
CURRENT CONVERSATIONS
Third Ward: Connecting University and Community
Eldorado Ballroom

2pm – 5pm
MONDO BIZARRO + ARTSPOT PRODUCTIONS
Cry You Out
Mason Park

8pm – 9:15pm
DEAN MOSS
johnbrown
DiverseWorks

9pm – 2am
Cocktails + Concessions
Mongoose versus Cobra

**SUNDAY, APRIL 19**

10am – 6pm
IBRAHIM QURAISHI
Islamic Violins (ed. II)
CounterCurrent Headquarters at Flex Space

10am – 6pm
SOFIA CORDOVA + AUTUMN KNIGHT
I perceive the other and lose myself
She Works Flexible

11am – 2pm
CounterCurrent Closing Celebration

12pm – 1:15pm
VARIOUS ARTISTS
CounterCurrent Closing Celebration
Ten Tiny Dances®
13 Celsius

2pm – 5pm
MONDO BIZARRO + ARTSPOT PRODUCTIONS
Cry You Out
Mason Park

8pm – 9:15pm
DEAN MOSS
johnbrown
DiverseWorks

9pm – 2am
Cocktails + Concessions
Mongoose versus Cobra

**2015 Day-to-Day Schedule at a Glance**